Abstract-The complexity of existing crossover operators used in Genetic Algorithm is a critical factor that affects performance due to its negative impact on processing time. In this paper, a new crossover operator called Push and Pop Genes Exchange Operator (PPX) is introduced and its performance evaluated in terms of processing time. Results of comparative performance with six crossover operators show that PPX performed better in terms of processing time across various population size, with improvements ranging from 0.6% when compared to shuffle crossover at n=100 to 24.8% when compared to the half-uniform crossover operator at n=30. Results also show that PPX performed better with increase in population with a maximum of 13.1% when population was increased from 30 to 100. The results confirm that PPX improved the performance of Genetic Algorithm by reducing the complexity of crossover operation when compared to the existing operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search-based optimization technique that uses the principles of genetics and natural selection to find optimal or near optimal solutions for difficult problems [1] . It is particularly useful for machine learning applications An important innovation made to GA was the introduction of population-based algorithm with operators for crossover and mutation. The crossover operator is responsible for producing offsprings by way of recombining information from two parents, thus providing major exploratory mechanism of the algorithm [1] . On the other hand, mutation prevents convergence of the population by flipping a small number of randomly selected bits ensuring the continuous introduction of variation [1] . The unique cooperation between crossover and mutation, together with selection, provides the driving force behind GA [2] . The complexity of crossover operators play an important role in searching and providing solution to a problem since a more complex crossover operator results in longer processing times. This becomes even more pronounced when dealing with search problems of greater complexities. This paper details the modification of GA utilizing a novel and less complex crossover operator called Push and Pop Exchange Genes Crossover (PPX). A comparison of its performance with those of existing crossover operators in terms of processing time using real data is then given to show how the use of simpler crossover operator is able to improve the performance of GA.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
Genetic algorithms have a recombination operation which seems to be closest to the natural paragon and crossover operator is used to mimic biological recombination between two single chromosome organisms [10] . Various crossover operators have been utilized but these have complexity issues that negatively affect the GA.
A. Segmented Crossover
Segmented crossover represents a variant of N-point crossover. In this crossover, the number of crossover points is not constant at segment switch rates we used which specify the probability that a segment will end at any point in the string. Starting from first position in a string, one real-valued number q and one natural number j are generated. The number q represents the probability that j will be a crossover point.
[3] [5] B. Shuffle Crossover Shuffle crossover is similar to one-point crossover. First, a single crossover position is selected. Before the variables are exchanged, they are randomly shuffled in both parents. After recombination, the variables in the offspring are un-shuffled in reverse. This removes positional bias as the variables are randomly reassigned each time crossover is performed. In a way, shuffle crossover is similar to uniform crossover but different in that uniform crossover exchanges bits and not segments like shuffle crossover. Furthermore, in uniform crossover bits exchanged follow a binary distribution and in shuffle crossover bits follow uniform distribution, as in single-point crossover. [2] [3]
C. Reduced Surrogate Crossover
To reduce the chance of producing clones Booker suggested examining the selected parents to define suitable crossover points. A reduced surrogate crossover operator reduces parent strings to a skeletal form in which only those bits that differ in two parents are represented. Recombination is then limited only to positions of bits in reduced surrogates. Single-point crossover was used for recombination of skeletal forms of parents.
Single-point crossover operator can produce parents' clones; to avoid that reduced surrogate crossover should be used. If at least one crossover point occurs between the first and last bits in reduced surrogate, then the offspring will never duplicate the parents. Also, reduced surrogate will cause that recombination process equally weights the probability of generating each offspring which can potentially be produced by an operator.
Single-point crossover in any continuous region of matching bits in parents produces same offspring, and thus introducing bias for some offspring. Reduced surrogate removes that kind of potential bias. [ 
D. Half-uniform Crossover
The half uniform crossover schemes (HUX), exactly half of the nonmatching bits are swapped. Thus, first the Hamming distance (the number of differing bits) is calculated. This number is divided by two. The resulting number is how many of the bits that do not match between the two parents will be swapped [9] .
E. Uniform Crossover
Single and multi-point crossover defines cross points as places between loci where an individual can be split. Uniform crossover generalizes this scheme to make every locus a potential crossover point. A crossover mask, the same length as the individual structure is created at random and the parity of the bits in the mask indicate which parent will supply the offspring with which bits. To avoid problems with genes locus, it is good to use uniform crossover.
Uniform crossover disrupts schema with great probability but searches larger problem space. For uniform crossover, the number of effective crossing points is not fixed, but will average to l/2 where l represents string length. 
F. Two-Point Crossover
In two-point crossover, both parental genotypes are split at two points, constructing a new offspring by using parts number one and three from the first, and the middle part from the second ancestor.
When using two-point crossover we can expect poorer performance results because building blocks are more likely to be disrupted. From other point of view using two-point crossover will enable searching problem space more thoroughly. Using single-point and two-point crossover operator prevents schema to be disrupted, but when population becomes homogeneous, search space becomes smaller. [3] [4]
III. MODIFIED ALGORITHM
A new PPX crossover operator was introduced into GA in order to speed up the crossover process and reduce processing time. PPX follows the concept of stacking using a Last In First Out (LIFO) approach. The proposed modified algorithm consists of five steps, as follows:
Push element into the stack If the stack is full End End 3. Until loop=numElement 4. Repeat Pop the element from the stack 5. While stack<>empty In the initial step, an n number of elements (or parents) for the crossover process are selected. In the succeeding steps, a collection of elements are subjected to two principal operations: push, and pop, which remove the most recently added element that has not yet been removed. The order in which the elements come off the stack is indicative of its LIFO approach.
The restrictions that apply to the stacks are shown in Figures 1 and 2 showing the elements before and after the crossover process, respectively. For elements A, B, C, D and E added to the stack in that order, element E is first to be removed since it was the last element inserted into the stack in consonance with LIFO.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The performance of the new crossover operator was compared with those of other crossover operators namely, Segmented, Shuffle, Reduced, Surrogate, Half Uniform, Uniform, and Two-Point. For evaluation, processing time was determined using the various operators using a real dataset comprising of 1,000 soil testing and classification results from Cagayan Valley, Philippines. Each object in the dataset represents different soil properties like color, texture, pH level, and mottles encoded into series of binary strings of 0s and 1s.
Testing was done in the same platform using C# programming language to obtain fair comparison. Simulations were performed using a desktop computer with an Intel Core i5 processor with 2.7 GHz processing speed, 4 GB RAM and 500 GB internal memory with 80% free disk space.
The experimental runs were performed using initial population sizes, N, of 30, 50, and 100. The data all had lengths, L, of 21 bits and the number of generations G, was set to 100.
G. Comparative Performance
The performance of the crossover operators were tested for various population sizes in order to determine the effect of population size on processing speed and the results for populations of 30, 50, and 100 are shown in Figures 3, 4 , and 5, respectively.
From the figures, it can be seen that PPX consistently has the least processing time among the operators tested regardless of population. Fig. 1 . Elements before the crossover process.
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Elements after the crossover process. The obtained numerical results on the effects of number in population are graphically shown in Figure 6 . As seen from Figure 6 , increasing the population size resulted in an acceleration of computational time.
I. Comparative Improvement
The use of PPX improved the processing time of GA. The improvement over the GA using the existing crossover operators are shown in Table 1 . From the table, it can be seen that the performance of PPX is comparable to that of the Segmented operator, showing only 5.6% improvement at population size of 30. Meanwhile, the greatest improvement was observed over the Half-Uniform crossover operator where the improvement reached 24.8% at a population size of 30. A conclusion section is usually required. Although a conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions.
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